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IKEA’s Valentine’s Day Gift Guide 2020
Hi there,
Celebrate Valentine’s day this year by creating a cosy indoor space, perfect
for spending a night together with loved ones. Whether you’re preparing for a
romantic dinner or spending it snuggled on the sofa watching movies, IKEA
has a vast range of products to suit.
Transform your sofa into a movie watching haven by layering soft textiles;
the pink VENCHE cushion cover and ILSELIL throw will make your sofa so
cosy, you’ll never want to leave.

If a romantic evening is on the cards, lighting is key to creating the right
mood. The MEDGE tealights and PÄRLBAND holder will not only light up your
space, but also fill the room with a sweet vanilla scent. For added elegance,
pour your favourite bottle of wine in the beautifully hand-blown CHARMERA
carafe.
Meanwhile, the Scandi-inspired GOFTAGBAR vase is perfect for showing off
fresh blooms or grab the purple bell plant if you want to buy a gift that will
add a pop of colour to your home for longer.
Please find a selection of products from IKEA below for Valentine's Day 2020
and do get in touch if you'd like any high res images. To explore more new
wonders, visit ikea.co.uk.
Thanks,
Kate

VENCHE
Cushion cover
£4.50

MEDGE
Scented tealight
£1.75/18 pack

GODTAGBAR
Vase
£3.75

Snuggle up with this lush,
cotton velvet cushion
cover

These vanilla scented
glittery candles are an easy
way to create a romantic
atmosphere

Place fresh cut flowers in
this hand painted vase,
inspired by classic Scandi
design

VIRSERUM
Frame
£5

CAMPANULA
PORTENSCHLAGIANA
Potted plant
£5.75

ILSELILL
Throw
£45

Put pictures of you and
your loved ones in this
gorgeous frame

Snuggle up for a night in
Add a pop of colour to your with this extra comfy
home with this beautiful
throw
pot of bell flowers

CHARMERA
Carafe with stopper
£10

PÄRLBAND
Tealight holder
£5

Whether you prefer white
Beautiful in its own right
or red, serve up your wine or place a tealight inside
in this beautiful handmade for a warm glow
carafe

BJÖRKSTA
Picture with frame
£37
If you love flowers but
want them to last, this
picture of pink peonies is
the perfect romantic gift

Want to continue receiving inspirational interiors ideas and updates from the
IKEA PR Team?
Your email address is on our contact list as it has been proactively added by
yourself to the Gorkana Media Database, and you have agreed to their terms
and conditions. Alternatively, you have proactively emailed us asking to be
added to our media lists. If you would prefer to no longer receive email
communications from us, please let us know by responding to this email.
The intellectual property rights in and to the enclosed digital images are the
sole property of Inter IKEA Systems B.V. Ordered images from the IKEA image
library are for one time use only. After using the digital images for the
purpose intended, they should be deleted from any storage media. It is not
permitted to store the digital images in order to use them on later occasions.
A new order must then be placed with the IKEA image library. As a user of
IKEA Image House I am aware there are some images in the database which
it is not allowed to published at this time. I also accept that publishing before
this date is not allowed without permission from Inter IKEA Systems B.V.
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